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ABSTRACT. A Lirief description of a d md cliaiiilter with long sensitive time has 
been given. Three different methods uf deter .lination of .sensitive time have been de.s- 
iribed. The range of partides emitt. cl fr nii a .speciin ;n supposed to eontain has
l.een delermined.
A Wilson clouei chambei was construclcd with a large sensitive linte 
•in order to photograph tracks of ionising particles emitted during.evautb 
of rare occurrence. In the iiresent instance, the object of iiivestigatifni 
was the measLiremem of the track lenglli of v.particles cinilted'from a 
jirecipilate supposed to contain tiansnrauic elements. The precipilaie was 
separated by Dr. S. D. Cliatterjee from a .sample of uraiiile, il very ohl 
nraninin eonlaining mineral. The I'aHs portion of the uranium by ahsorp- 
lion of cosmic neutrons or neutron produced during spontaneous fission of 
^285) is expected to produce transuianic elements according to the following 
reaction
■ 39 ' '
U® ’ “ + n J—>D ® ® ■’ '’-> Pu® ”
Pu* '* is an a-particle emitter, w'ith a half life of 24000 years. The 
sample'supplied was of such feeble radioactivity, that ordinary ionisation 
ijigthod wgs not sensitive enough to detect its activity. When the sample after 
dissojutipa was spread over photographic emulsion C» of Ilford, several 
-tfacks could be observed on developing the plate after two weeks .exposure, 
•ft Was thought worthwhile louse a portion of the sample as a sourije-cif 
ii-pprtjcles to measure their track lengths in the Wilson cloud chamber,, and 
by comparison; with the track lengths of «-particles emitted under identical 
bQijdit)on§ from a pplo.iiuin source in the same cloud chamber, to deteciuine 
the Track length of the unknown source under standard conlditranfi; of 
■ ,4«n«»t»re,amt iN M a n , and II inmlMe frnm such ra«a.Hre,uMW tnidentify
ieihs brigin*- . , . ■ '
Table I, we give the energy and range of a-particles’emitted from
Pit?*® and from two other emitter nl‘ af>1>i*oxhnately the same
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T able I
1
Source jBnerf^ y of a-partieJes in Mev. Range in cms at 
i5''C-76o mtn of Hg
Half life
5.208
i
3,8/1:' i.i|o days
i 3-675 2^ 000 yrsp
i
.^ .335 3.88
1
1 I.9  vrs.
1
1
track lengths. The aim of our investigation by the method employed was 
(i) to establish whether the precipitate suiiplied W'as “ -emitter, and (2) 
if so, to establish the identity of the emitting source from the range m the 
“ -particles measured. \
The present paper contains a description ii) of the Wilson cloud chamber 
of long sensitive time constructed in the workshop of the Institute, ui) of 
the methods used to determine the sen.sitivc time during expansion and 
the pressure variation within the chamber and {Hi) of the method used for 
measuring the length of the “ -particle tracks emitted by the given precipitate 
in terms of that from polonium.
(i) Cloud Chamber. —The diameter of the chamber is 15 cms., depth 
2 cms., expansion is produced by the displacement of a movable diaphragm 
closing the lower side of the chamber ; the latter consists of a brass plate 
fixed at the centre of a rubber diaphragm. The rubber sheet is attached 
by means of the plate to a lever actuated by a cam and which is put under 
compression by a suitable steel spring. The under side of the diaphragm 
is filled with water on which a circular block of paraffin floats, such that the 
upper side of the paraffin is on a line with the water level— in fact, during 
expansion very little air current is produced. '
The sensitive time is prolonged by producing first a rapid expansion to 
attain the necessary degree of supersaturation, and then to maintain the degree 
of supersaturation by further slow expansion. This end was achieved by 
.cutting the sloj>e of the cam controlling the expansion as shown in the 
diagram (Fig. la) ; simultaneous with the movenieriTof the diaphragm, air in 
the lower chamber gets compressed, so a flow of air takes place through the 
orifice of the stopcock producing a prolongation of the state of supersaturu 
tion as desired. To. produce the desired effect, opening of the stopcock 
needs adjustment [figure of the Chamber and manometer. Figs, (a) and ({?)].
A  detailed study of the change of pressure was made hy a manometer 
as described below'. The acconjpanying figure (Fig. Ib) gives a detail of the 
manometer which is attached to the cloud chamber- A small circular.rubber 
membrane is cemented to the end of a side tube connected with the mano-
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meter aud a small mirror M movable about axis X i,as its other end resrino
on oontro ,ho rubber .ncnbrane : .  beau, of ligb. refleCed fro,‘ r,he
Mirror
To cloud chamber
F ig. 1(6)
mirror falls on a scale placed at a distance of about 3 metres from the 
mirror, in order that a small change in the pressure in the expansion chamber 
may be determined with fair degree of accuracy. With this arrangement, 
a relative change of pressure up to about one per cent of the total change 
which was about 20 cms. of Hg could be determined. It may be 
added that we are not interested in the absolute value of the pressure at 
different moments, but only on the variation of pressure as the expan­
sion progressed. The image of the spot of light is photographed with 
a standard Cine camera taking 24 pictures per sec. on a 35 mm film, thus 
changes of pressure can be observed at intervals of 0.04 sec. It may be 
argued that as there is a time lag between the pre.ssure attained within the 
chamber and that indicated by the motion of the rubber membrane attached 
to the manometer, the latter does not, therefore, record the actual pressure 
in., the chamber at the time of record. The lag being a constant common
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factor, the motion of the spot of light give a true picture of the change 
of pressure with time, within the chamber. A plot of the time \?arialion 
of the image or the spot of light has been given in Fig. 2-
5 lo 15 iio 2=;
T D i v . - 4 . i  X Tcr® sec.
F i g . 2
in) Sensitive time — The study of sentitive time has been described in 
a paper by Hazen (1942) where details about the sensitive time and its 
dependence on various factors has been fully discussed ; here only the 
relevant points in the paper are discussed and utilized.
The sensitive time can be increased by (i) increasing the time for 
completion of the expansion and (2) also by increasing the ratio of the 
volume to the,surface of the cloud chamber. Time duration of the expansion 
must be of the same magnitude as the sensitive time before the latter is 
appreciably lengthened. In our case, this condition is fulfilled as the time 
duration has been lengthened by the arrangement already described’ above.; 
in addition, by increasing the ratio of volume to surface i c. by using chamber 
of greater depth, the sensitive time can be increased; but then it is niot 
possible lo illuminate the whole depth of the cloud chaml:>ev ; in our case 
the latio of volume to the surface was, slightly greater than unity.
Actual period *over which the state of supersaturalion persisted was 
measured by three independent metlmds, each method yielding a sensitiye 
time of about one second.
ia) In the fust method a simple experhnental device is adopted* im  
roughly estimating the sensitive time of the cloud chamber. A vvealc radioac:-
PLATE XVI
h
Stereo-picture of «<-particle emitted from Pu '^
ha. L
Stereo-picture of a diffuse lono-range "(-particle track, possibly emitted from the 
other isotope of Pu. Only one picture was recorded out of about 8000 photographs.
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®oui;ce 16 placed in6ide a massive block of lead, lo cuis. from ;tt e^' ’<?p,v>}d 
cliainlierj the lead block contains a cylindrical hole of 0.5<in. dianietef 5- in 
front of this lead block a massive lead wheel, 4 cnis. thick, revolves slowly 
at a rate of 1 revolution in 11.5 secs. The rotatin]  ^ wheel contains a 4 mm 
hole and the wheel is so oriented that in a complete revolution the hole m 
the wheel comes once in line with the hole in the block of lead. On the 
wheel there is a graduation at intervals of 5° marking with o, the position of 
alignment of the two holes.
Operation for expansion was started by rotating the handle attached to 
the cam controlling the motion of the diaphragm of the cloud chamber, for 
different possttions of the wheel with respect to the fixed 0 mark, named as 
the point of observation in the Fig. 3. Thus o in the table shows that 
the Operation starts when holes are in alignment, expansion corresponding 
to 5® means that after 0.16 sec. alignment occuired between two holes, 
and so on.
Position of observati- n.
-es'
F ig .
Table II along with the graph, shows that for an angular width of about 
on the ’lead wheel, the chamber must have remained in a state for
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receiving the impiession of ion trails. Now, 25^ ' on the lead 
ponds to 0.8 sec. — the sensitive time of the cloud chamber.
wheel coires-
TABt.K II
Angle Hi degrees
Percentage of total expansion
giving the p**esence of 
tracks
0 45
5 5510 SO
70
20 85
8o
30 go 1
35 90 1
40 80 \
45 55 r ■
SO - . 50 \
55 50 160 55
F ig . 4
(6) In the second method, the sensitive time was estimated from the
cinematographic picture extending over the period taken to perform the act
of expansion; photographs are taken of several expansion at the rate of 34#
pictures per sec- During the course of one of the expansions, two different 
tracks at different places in the chamber were observed after an interval of 
20 pictures; this observation leads to the conclusion that during above period 
at least the chamber must have remained sensitive. It was noticed that the 
number of droplets formed per c.c. in the expanded volume was never more 
than 1 or 2 on an average; a larger number of droplets per c.c. generally 
shortens the sensitive time by denuding the volume of supersaturated vapour 
by causing a growth in the size of the droplets at the expense of the state 
of supersaturation.
(c) In the third method, William's formula, connecting the sensitive 
time and the number of cosmic particles recorded per expansion, was utilized 
in finding the sensitive period of the chamber. Average number of cosmic 
ray tracks per expansion is given by the expression
in.j.x.d
where j is about 0.03-num ber of cosmic particles per cni“ per second. 
ii=diameter of the chamber in cm.
-u = depth of illumination 
= sensitive time.
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Observatio^i extending over a thousand expansions revealed that on an 
average 0.5 was number of cosniiic ray track per expansion; since d — i^ 
cpis.i crh-i QA? substitution, the sensitive time comes out to be a jittJe
over one second.
{Hi) Measuremeni of length of a-pariicle hacks.— Ih e  main objective 
for the construction of this chamber was to find the range of the «-patticIes 
emitted from a precipitate.abstracted from an uranium ore of Indian origin 
and supposed. to contain ptuttoniuin 239. Usually a very small quantity of 
Pu is found to be present in the qre. In the method of separation employed 
Pu was extracted with a rare egrlh tracer from the ore; a small fraction 
of the extract was smeared on the surface of a brass disc placed inside the 
chamber. 'I’he content of Pu on the specimen was so small that out of 2,000 
photographs taken, only 36 tracks of (X-pariicles emitted from the source were 
obtained ; amongst them were some tracl^ which were diflused and some 
of them ended outside the region of illuniinattuig.
Some of these tracks are reproduced in Plate X V I.
In order lo obtain a correct length of the tracks, fhe stereoscopic pictures 
were built up in space with the same camera urraiaHj^ ement used for photo­
graphing them under identical conditions. By this raeilitjod the lengths of 
cx-particle tracks as built up in space were determined.
T able III
Range in mm. No, of particle-
A3, 44
AA 45
A3
47
17 44
42
)C) .40
2 T
j h
It)
54 6
Similarly, a large numbei-.of photographs of tracks of w-particles emitted 
Iron, poloniom sonree wero token w der tdenticol conditions. These tracks
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were''JihiO built up in space find from the measureineutrof their lengtlis an 
estimate of the average track length was obtained by using the above method.
A comparison of this average length of ot^particle track from Po as 
deduced from graph was made with the length of the longest Pu ot*track. 
(Fi g . 4). . . .
This method was found necessary since total number of plutonium 
a-particle tracks were only 88. With such a meagre number, extra<ipblation was 
riot possible without incurring a large amount of statistical error, (vide Plates)
The results on measurement of the track lengths are given below: ‘ "
Average range of Po-« = 5o.5 mm.
Maximum range of Pu-«=46 mm.
Whence the range of Pu-«-3.5  cms. under normal conditions.
The range thus determined gives a value smaller than that founn by 
other authors, but as no other a-particle of this range have been observed 
for a-particlc emitting sources belonging to the three principal radioactive 
series occurring in nature, the observed particles may be attributed to Pu*^®. 
In the Radio Chemical laboratory of the Institute, attempts are being made to 
isolate this element from a larger quantity of pitchblende obtaiued from 
Canada. When the isolated precipitate is ready the investigation with the 
Wilson chamber will again be resumed.
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